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Abstract

The dynamics of strategic stability in South Asia are facing tremendous challenges. The troubled bilateral relations of India and Pakistan and external influence of the US are undermining the prospects of strategic stability in South Asia. The growing Indo-US nexus is making India an arrogant regional player, who wants to dominate the region at its own terms. Pakistan, in order to maintain a stable deterrent relationship, has been following unilateral strategic restraints and wanted to pursue bilateral strategic restraints to improve wide-ranging confidence building measures with India. A discriminatory and biased approach by the US is making Pakistan vulnerable against Indian hegemonic ambitions. Based on this assumption, the paper argues that the US policies of engagement in South Asia did not help promote strategic stability. However, the US can play a positive role in strengthening strategic stability in South Asia by following an unbiased and balanced approach. This paper is aimed at finding answers to questions related to the nature and impact of the US engagement on South Asian strategic stability, and prospects of the US role to stabilise strategic relationship between India and Pakistan.
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Introduction

The nature of existing threats to strategic stability in South Asia can be broadly divided into two categories i.e., internal challenges and external pressures and influences. The internal challenges mainly arise out of deep-rooted antagonistic relations and nuclear competition between India and Pakistan. Whereas the external pressure and influence exerted by the
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US directly impact dynamics of strategic stability in South Asia and indirectly complicate its internal dynamics, too. After the overt nuclearisation of South Asia in 1998, it was expected that the inherent dangers of nuclear weapons would compel India and Pakistan to improve the parameters of strategic stability to ensure peace and security in South Asia. But the evolving internal and external challenges to strategic stability have made South Asia volatile and unstable with possibilities of limited conflict escalating into a full-scale nuclear war between India and Pakistan.

The role of the US has always been a very significant factor in political, economic and security dynamics of South Asia. Its initial engagement during the Cold War period in South Asia was to contain the expansion of communism. Similarly, to pursue its broader geo-political interests in the post-Cold War era and particularly after 9/11, the US enhanced its engagement with Pakistan to fight its war against terrorism and formed its strategic partnership with its natural ally, India, to contain increasing influence of China. The US, on the one hand, followed a policy of denials, restrictions and pressures against Pakistan. While on the other hand, US-India strategic partnership, US-India 10-year Defence Framework Agreements, the Indo-US nuclear deal to make India as an exception at the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and at the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) for the international nuclear trade, US efforts for India’s entry into the NSG and its advocacy for India’s permanent seat in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) have complicated India-Pakistan deterrent relationship.

The central theme of this study revolves around the assumption that in order to ensure lasting peace and security in South Asia the US should play a positive role. Since it can exert a greater degree of influence over South Asian nuclear powers, therefore, it can help avoid a limited, conventional and nuclear war between India and Pakistan. By following a balanced and constructive approach, it can help Pakistan and India to resolve their deep rooted territorial issues like Kashmir, water issues, issue of terrorism and non-state actors. US support for strategic restraint regime, pressure for a meaningful arms control, confidence building
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measures and equal nuclear mainstreaming of India and Pakistan will lead towards greater stability in the region. Therefore, a stable strategic environment in South Asia will not only ensure lasting peace, but it will also help to promote objective of the international nuclear non-proliferation regime. Based on this premise, this research paper is aimed to explore answers of following questions: What are the contemporary challenges to strategic stability in South Asia? How the US has been engaged in this region? and What should be the role of the US in promoting strategic stability in South Asia?

A review of existing literature clearly demonstrates that the US engagement in South Asia was aimed at pursuing its broader geo-political interests in the region. Mehraj Uddin Gojree, Frank G. Wisner, Polly Nayak, and Teresita C. Schaffer write about the US engagement in South Asia from its broader geo-political objectives.\(^2\) Whereas official US documents like the National Security Strategy (NSS) of the US, Congressional research reports, US-India defence framework agreement all are aimed at highlighting strategic instability in the South Asian region. However, literature on a constructive and balanced US approach to strengthen strategic stability in South Asia is missing. Therefore, an analysis of this paper will help to explore various possible prospects of the US engagement in South Asia to strengthen strategic stability in the region.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section briefly explores and identifies major contemporary challenges to the strategic stability in South Asia. The second section looks into an overview of the US engagement and its
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impact on India-Pakistan deterrent relationship. The third section explores the prospects of the US engagement to strengthen strategic stability in South Asia.

**Major Challenges to Strategic Stability in South Asia**

With the passage of time, the dynamics of strategic stability, instead of becoming strong and mature, has turned out to be more complex and fragile. It has been facing numerous internal and external challenges, which are not only confined to traditional aspect of maintaining a strategic forces balance, but also revolve around historical, social, political and economic aspects. Since the purpose of this study is to highlight the impact of the US actions on already established challenges to strategic stability in South Asia, the paper will briefly list these challenges. Some of the most important challenges are briefly listed below:

- Deep rooted territorial disputes, Kashmir, Siachen, and Sir-Creek, especially the Kashmir issue can become a possible nuclear flash point between India and Pakistan;
- Growing role of non-state actors and violent and extremist groups across the borders;
- Increased border tensions, repeated violation of Line of Control (LOC) and working boundary;
- Growing nuclear arms race and technological advancement in nuclear weapons development and their delivery systems;
- Indian Ballistic Missile Defence Programme and increased fear of missile race;
- Growing doctrinal imbalance and development of provocative limited war fighting strategies;
- Increased chances of cyber warfare;
- Growing conventional asymmetry and increased Indian defence spending;
- Absence of strategic restraint regime and nuclear risk reduction centres (Pakistan follows unilateral strategic restraints like its unilateral moratorium on nuclear testing.);
- Absence of arms control measures at conventional and nuclear levels.
• Escalatory nature of India-Pakistan relations and absence of escalation control mechanism and institutional crisis management mechanism, growing mistrust and limited confidence building measures.
• Growing international discrimination against Pakistan and granting exceptions and special waivers to India. Efforts to induct Indian into the NSG and to give a permanent seat at the UNSC;
• Disruption of 2004 Composite Dialogue process and suspension of Comprehensive Dialogue process;
• Growing involvement of Indian intelligence agency Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) to destabilise Pakistan internally.  

Above mentioned challenges are not based on assumptions only but number of events, incidents and official and media statements are evident of these instability factors. These challenges have complicated India-Pakistan relations and become source of constant tension within the region as well. Pakistan has been making repeated efforts to restore peace and build trust with India for the larger interest of stability within the region but India never showed any interest to create peaceful and stable environment in the region. Pakistan being a responsible nuclear state follows restraints and focuses only to safeguard its legitimate security interests, whereas India forms strategic alliances, signs nuclear deals, and adopts provocative doctrines and policies which creates imbalance and tension in the region. In addition to this, the issues of non-state actors, extremism and terrorism are also swiftly eroding prospects of a stable deterrence relationship between India and Pakistan, which makes the region volatile and unstable with a chance of a limited conflict escalating into a full-scale nuclear war.

**US Engagement in South Asia and Strategic Stability**

Since the end of the World War II, there were different phases of the US involvement in the South Asian region. Sometimes it was ranked low in the US foreign policy priorities and was considered a “strategic
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US and Strategic Stability in South Asia

backwater;”⁴ and sometimes it became the region of the highest importance and was considered vital to the core US foreign policy interests.⁵ During the Cold War era, the US viewed South Asia from its geo-strategic position with reference to region’s close proximity to former Soviet Union, China, and to vital sea lanes of communication in the Indian Ocean.⁶ The US, in order to contain expansion of communism, utilised Pakistan as its proxy against the Soviet Union. However, its relations with India remained problematic due to India’s close affiliation with the Soviet Union. At that time, the US termed its relationship with India as two democracies opposite to each other in terms of geographically, politically, and economically.⁷

After the end of the Cold War, on the one hand, the US-Pakistan relations were deteriorating as Pakistan was no-longer required to be used as a proxy against Russia. For the US, Pakistan’s nuclear programme started to appear as a major cause of concern. In the same realm, Pakistan faced US foreign aid cut-offs, sanctions, and freezing of major weapon system sales due to the growing concerns over its nuclear weapons development. While on the other hand, the US started to view India as a renewed opportunity to enhance its defence and trade relations and a major market for its commercial interests. At that time, India was also looking for new partners to modernise its ageing armed forces and wanted to enter into the international market economy by liberalising its own economy. In 1995, the US signed Agreed Minutes on Defence Relations with India and marked the start of a new era of US-India defence cooperation.⁸

In the meantime, the US-Pakistan relations kept on deteriorating but progress on US-India relations was slow, too. The 1998 nuclear tests by
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India and Pakistan, resulted in imposition of the US sanctions on both the states, but these sanctions were later gradually lifted. Despite displeasure over nuclear tests, the US wanted India to be the linchpin of the US policy in South Asia. In the wake of 1999 Kargil conflict, the US also sided with India and the US President, Bill Clinton’s visit to India in 2000, opened a new chapter of engagement between the US and India. Both the states signed a joint ‘Vision’ statement and the US designated India as a big emerging market. Overall, the phases of low and high of the US engagement in South Asia and strategic relevance and irrelevance continued, the US did not care much about arms race, growing tension between India-Pakistan relations and strategic stability in the region.

After the event of 9/11, South Asia once again came under the radars of US foreign policy’s vital objectives which broadly revolved around following mentioned issues;

- To consolidate US ties with India and secure the moderate Muslim state of Pakistan;
- To influence major regional developments according to its interests;
- To find new partners and allies to fight US’ ‘War on Terror’ to pursue this objective Pakistan became a strategic choice for the US;
- Making South Asian nuclear weapons more safe and secure, and address proliferation concerns;
- To prevent terrorist groups and organisations from getting hold of Pakistani nuclear weapons;
- To combat extremism and religious militancy in Pakistan;
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• To avoid the chances of a nuclear war between India and Pakistan developed after the 2002 military standoff;\textsuperscript{13}
• To consider India as an “indispensable partner” and as a counter weight to China’s growing clout.\textsuperscript{14}
• To develop a strategic partnership with India based on shared values and convergent geopolitical interest;\textsuperscript{15}

The US, once again, started to view Pakistan from global security perspective, nuclear non-proliferation and to stabilise it to get its support and cooperation on war on terror.\textsuperscript{16} India viewed Pakistan’s increased importance to fight this war with great suspicion.\textsuperscript{17} However, the US and India started to reorient their relationship. India was characterised as “world’s largest democracy with shared security interest,” “natural partner,” “nascent great power,” and “indispensable partner.” Therefore, India emerged as a dominant actor in the US foreign policy objectives. The US, in its NSS-2002, expressed its commitment to transform its bilateral relation with India based on its common interest.\textsuperscript{18}

During post 9/11 phase, the US started to transform Indo-US relations in the following ways:

• The January 2004 Next Step in Strategic Partnership (NSSP) initiative in three key areas: civilian nuclear activities, civilian space programme and high technology trade;\textsuperscript{19}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{13} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{14} Kronstadt et al., “India: Domestic Issues, Strategic Dynamics, and US Relations.”
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} Wisner II et al., “New Priorities in South Asia: US Policy toward India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan,” 15 and 16.
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On June 28, 2005, the US and India signed the New Framework for the US-India Defence Relationship for the next ten years;\textsuperscript{20} The July 2005 India-US deal to rest India-US relations opened US and the international market for India for nuclear trade.\textsuperscript{21} The Deal went through despite Indian Defence Minister, Parnab Mukherjee, made claim in December 2006 that India would “keep its options open to conduct nuclear tests” in the future.\textsuperscript{22} On December 18, 2006, President Bush signed law H.R. 5682, the Henry J. Hyde United States-India Peaceful Atomic Energy Cooperation Act of 2006.\textsuperscript{23} Respectively on August 1, 2008 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and on September 6, 2008 the NSG approved the deal;

In 2006, US initiated “Strategic Dialogue” with India and after five rounds of the dialogues, in 2015, the US and India elevated the status of Indo-US Strategic Dialogue to the Indo-US Strategic and Commercial Dialogue;\textsuperscript{24}

In January 2007, the US sold its USS Trenton, a decommissioned American amphibious transport for US$44 millions to India and it became the second largest ship in the Indian navy;\textsuperscript{25}

In 2012, the joint initiative Defence Technology and Trade Initiative (DTTI) was signed to focus on bilateral defence trade.\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{23} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{25} Kronstadt, “India: Chronology of Recent Events.”
The DTTI allowed US-India defence acquisition system, co-development and co-production of military weapons system;\(^{27}\)

- In 2013, the US and India signed Joint Principles for Defence Corporation;\(^{28}\)
- In January 2015, in order to give momentum to US-India defence ties, the Pentagon established its first ever country cell, the India Rapid Reaction Cell (IRRC).\(^{29}\)
- On June 3, 2015 the US and India revised their New Framework for the US-India Defence Relationship for the next ten years;\(^{30}\)
- On March 22, 2016, to institutionalise DTTI and IRRC and to enhance defence and security cooperation with India, the US introduced the US-India Defence Technology and Partnership Act to the US Congress.\(^{31}\) The Act will amend the US Arms Export Control Action in order to accommodate India’s status as an equal partner like other US treaty allies and closest partners.\(^{32}\)

During the Modi-Obama Summit in Washington held in September 2014, India made its efforts to limit the US role in India-Pakistan relations including Kashmir issue and tried to strengthen its bond with the US in the Indian Ocean region to contain China’s growing presence.\(^{33}\) The omission of Pakistan from Modi-Obama summit joint statement was a deliberate effort on the part of Indian leadership as they
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were trying it for decades to limit the role of any outsider power in interfering in Pakistan-India relations.34

The US defence cooperation helped increase unchecked growth of Indian military dominance. From 2004-2014, India has increased its defence budget by almost 164.5 per cent.35 According to Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) recent estimates of top 15 biggest defence spenders in the world, in 2013, India was ranked at number 9;36 in 2014 it was ranked at number 7;37 and in 2015 it jumped to number 6.38 The Indian defence spending trend is threatening regional peace and impacting strategic stability as it is increasing conventional asymmetry vis-à-vis Pakistan. The US viewed India as a major market for its high-tech military equipment and to promote its interest in South Asia. After more than four decades, the US is trying to take a lead after Russia to become a top arms supplier to India.39 According to SIPRI’s recent estimates, from 2011 to 215, India has received around US$ 2,771 million worth of military equipment from the US, whereas, during the same time frame, Pakistan received only $US 893 million worth of military equipment from the US .40
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Table No.1
US Arms Exports to India and Pakistan: 2011-2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>1141</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>2771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>893</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


More recently, the launch of Indo-US joint DTTI in 2012, signing of Joint Principles for Defence Corporation in 2013, an India specific cell IRRC at Pentagon in 2015, revision of 10 year Defence Framework Agreement with India in 2015 and introduction of the US-India Defence Technology and Partnership Act to the US Congress in 2016 are meant to strengthen India-US defence cooperation. There are reports that India is also asking the US to provide him latest drone technology to monitor Pakistan and China.41

Overall, in the defence cooperation filed, both the US and India are aiming at;

- Regular exchange of military and government officials, and a close collaboration with public and private defence producers including foreign subsidiaries of US defence industry;
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- New high-tech and sophisticated weapons manufacturing, including new rifles close support aircrafts, and other cooperation to strengthen Indian navy,\(^{42}\)
- To conduct service specific military exercises, to enhance training and education and exchange of intelligence;
- Collaboration in missile defence;
- Non-proliferation measures.\(^{43}\)

The Indo-US nuclear deal tacitly recognising India’s nuclear weapons status projected it as a responsible nuclear power. The deal has also ended India’s isolation for international nuclear trade. The US contravened its non-proliferation laws and helped India made an exception for the IAEA and NSG. But India resisted to adhere to any major instruments of international nuclear non-proliferation regime and continued to maintain its path of modernising its nuclear weapons complex. Despite India’s negative credentials of non-proliferation and nuclear safety and security, the US is working hard to clear all hurdles in providing US-made nuclear power reactors to India.\(^{44}\) The US, even in its NSS-2015, clearly supported India’s Act East policy as a rebalance of Asia and the Pacific and is determined to continue to strengthen its strategic and economic cooperation with India.\(^{45}\) However, in NSS-2015, the US paid only lip service to promote strategic stability in South Asia.\(^{46}\)

With reference to Pakistan, the US followed totally a pressure-oriented policy. When Pakistan became a key player to fight US War on Terror, the US once again forced Pakistan to fight another kind of proxy against those “strategic assets” which were initially utilised to contain the
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expansion of communism. The US applied its pressure on Pakistan by terming it as a “safe haven for terrorist and extremist groups,” and as the “world’s most rapid proliferator of nuclear weapons technology.” The US, initially in 2003, tried to appease Pakistan by making it an effective partner and waiving off US$1 billion loan. Later in 2004, the US granted Pakistan a non-NATO Ally status and formed a security alliance with it and allowed it to purchase military equipment from the US. As leverage, the US started to utilise its drone strikes against the militants hiding in Pakistan which resulted in collateral damage. The US turned its relation with Pakistan into a strategic partnership in 2006. However, during these years, mistrust started to grow between the US and Pakistan when US air strikes killed around 11 soldiers of the Frontier Corps. The US again tried to appease Pakistan through 2009 Kerry-Lugar Bill by granting US$7.5 billion non-military aid. Unlike India, Pakistan-US strategic dialogue was initiated very late in March 2010 ─ so far six minister-level meetings of the US-Pakistan Strategic Dialogue have been held, the latest one held in February 2016. In US-Pakistan relations, the issue of Raymond Davis, the 2011 Abbottabad operation to hunt down Osama Bin Laden, and the 2011 Salala incident when the US Army’s air strike resulted in killing of 24 Pakistani soldiers, widened Pak-US rift. Pakistan ordered the US to vacate its Shamsi Air Base, halted NATO supplies and raised concerns over the US drone strikes. The US started to consider Pakistan as an ineffective partner and started to demand of “do more” from it. The US also claimed that Pakistan has received around US$ 32 billion in economic, security and Coalition Support Fund (CSF) reimbursements in the past 15 years. There is a different claim from Pakistani side as it has mainly utilised the US assistance in its fight against terrorism and the aid even did not compensate the economic damage, worth more than $100 billion, which Pakistan suffered in the past 15 years. Currently, the US is
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considering reductions in its financial assistance to Pakistan. It has become critical over Pakistan’s progress of military operations against terrorism and extremist organisations, future of major weapons sales to Pakistan\(^5^2\) and growing Chinese influence in Pakistan especially after the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).

On defence cooperation, the US has not signed any ten-years defence cooperation agreement, similar to Indo-US Cooperation Agreement, with Pakistan. The US only provided those weapons systems which were useful to fight counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations, and which were never meant to fight a war with India. From 2004-2014, some of the weapon systems provided by the US under Foreign Military Financing (FMF) includes four P-3 C Orion maritime patrol aircraft (three of which were destroyed in 2011 by terrorists), surveillance radars, Cobra attack helicopters and C-130 Hercules transport aircraft.\(^5^3\) Whereas Pakistan bought 18 F-16C/D Block 52 Fighting Falcons and related bombs and missiles systems from its own national funds. Pakistan also received some military hardware under CSF, Excess Defence Articles (EDA), and Frontiers Corps and Pakistan Counterinsurgency Fund.\(^5^4\) Pakistan has utilised these military equipment against counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations and never meant to destabilise strategic stability in South Asia.

On nuclear front, the US always viewed Pakistan’s nuclear weapons programme with discontent and utilised different tools, pressure of sanctions and aid cut-offs. However, the US never realised driving force behind Pakistan’s nuclear weapons development i.e., India’s growing conventional superiority and its nuclear weapons programme. After the 9/11 incident, concerns were raised over safety and security of Pakistan’s nuclear assets and fears of proliferation of nuclear weapons technology to other counties. Pakistan has made every effort to address concerns of the international community, particularly the US. Pakistan established its
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National Command Authority (NCA) and made its exports control laws in harmony with other multilateral export control regimes. The 2014 Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI) report described Pakistan as the ‘most improved’ country among nine nuclear-armed states and as a state better at safeguarding its nuclear materials than India after having boosted physical protection of nuclear material and weapons.\textsuperscript{55} During the 2014 NSS, President Obama praised the safety and security of Pakistan’s nuclear assets as an example for the world to follow.

On January 13, 2015, in a joint statement of US-Pakistan Strategic Dialogue, the US Secretary of State, John Kerry expressed full confidence in Pakistan export control system, its nuclear security and proactive engagement with the international community including hosting of IAEA training activities at its Nuclear Security Centre of Excellence and Pakistan’s active participation in the NSS.\textsuperscript{56} In December 2016, US Ambassador to Pakistan, Richard Olsen stated that “Pakistan has made considerable progress in its non-proliferation efforts,” and expressed confidence in nuclear security.\textsuperscript{57} In February 2015, the US Defence Intelligence Agency Director, Vincent Stewart further added that “Pakistan continues to take steps to improve the security of its nuclear arsenal.”\textsuperscript{58} In February 2016, in a joint statement at the sixth US-Pakistan Strategic Dialogue, the US again acknowledged efficiency of Pakistan's export control system and its proactive engagement with the international community.\textsuperscript{59} In April 2016, during the Fourth NSS, Obama once again appreciated Pakistan’s steps in the nuclear security

domain, especially country’s ratification of the Amendment to the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM).  

Recently, the US has raised concerns and expressed suspicions over expansion of Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability and development of new types of delivery systems, its full-spectrum deterrence capability, durability of Pakistan’s nuclear safety and security efforts, and, outsider and insider threats to Pakistan’s nuclear weapons programme. However, the US has never looked at the reasons behind the development of Pakistan’s tactical or battle field nuclear weapons and their delivery systems. The US has totally ignored the development of Indian Cold Start Doctrine (CSD) also known as Proactive Strategy, which was aimed at finding gaps between Pakistan’s nuclear thresholds and to launch limited conventional war to immediately harm Pakistan’s conventional and strategic capability. Pakistan has developed its battle field nuclear weapons and their short-range delivery system in order to ensure its deterrence capability at all levels as full-spectrum deterrence capability. Pakistan has developed this comprehensive deterrence capability to plug any gaps which India might exploit to wage a limited war with Pakistan.

The question of proliferation of nuclear weapons technology is over now. Dr. A. Q. Khan’s episode has completed its shelf life. A robust export control system is in place now and effectiveness of Pakistan’s export control mechanism is no less than other multilateral export control regimes. As far as Pakistan’s nuclear safety and security reforms are concerned, Pakistan has earned its recognition of a responsible nuclear weapons state by the international community. It gives top priority to the safety and security of its nuclear assets and no power can sabotage Pakistan’s nuclear weapons programme. Pakistan is constantly improving its nuclear safety and security standards. Its strategic organisations have been ensuring a fool proof system to ensure preventions of any takeover over by the outsider threat. Through its Personal Reliability Programmes (PRP), it has also ensured to deal with the insider threats to its nuclear weapons programme.

61 Kerr and Nikitin, “Pakistan’s Nuclear Weapons.”
With reference to its broader foreign policy objectives in South Asia, the US still considers that the greatest threat to global security is the terrorists getting hold of nuclear weapons from countries like Pakistan. President Obama, at the conclusion of the fourth and final NSS which was held at Washington, desired to see progress in India Pakistan nuclear relations. He indicated that in terms of development of their military doctrines they should not continuously move in wrong direction. The US’ Strategic partner, India, has responded to Obama’s remarks very critically as India’s External Affairs Ministry termed it “lack of understanding” of India’s defence posture on part of the US.

Arguments, facts and issues highlighted above clearly indicate that the US’ engagement in the South Asian region is mainly driven by its broader geo-political interests. Since 9/11, the US has been only paying lip service to promote strategic stability in South Asia. Time and again, the US has showed fears and concerns over the possibility of a nuclear war between the two South Asian adversaries, but its engagement, particularly with India, has always been detrimental to the dynamics of the regional strategic stability. It is unwilling to help solve the deep-rooted territorial disputes between Pakistan and India. It even contravened its own laws and policies to establish all sorts of cooperation with India – which includes major weapons system sales, which made it an exception for international nuclear trade, and its willingness to make it an exception again for NSG membership and a permanent member of the UNSC. However, mere concerns will not help improve strategic stability in South Asia. A balanced and cooperative approach is required to do this. In the following section, the paper will attempt to analyse future prospects that how the US can help promote strategic stability in the South Asian region.
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Prospects of Strategic Stability in South Asia and of the US Role

The US, along with the international community, is unwilling to understand Pakistan’s legitimate security, energy and economic needs. This is reflected in its repeated denials to Pakistan over its demand for an Indo-US nuclear deal. Although the US recognises Pakistan’s energy needs, it does not respond positively to Pakistan’s demand of a civilian nuclear cooperation agreement. During the US President, George W. Bush’s visit to Pakistan in March 2006, he explicitly made it clear to Pakistan that “…Pakistan and India are different countries with different needs and different histories.” He further added that Pakistan should not expect a similar nuclear deal any time soon and raised the US concerns over nuclear proliferation and terrorism. Most recently, without recognising Pakistan’s legitimate security concerns, western think tanks particularly American ones have been coining ideas of limiting Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability and generating negative propaganda against Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability.

Despite this, Pakistan has been fighting war against terrorism and continuously suffering socially and economically. The US is even critical of Pakistan’s efforts to maintain a stable strategic balance in South Asia and never supported Pakistan’s offers ranging from Nuclear weapons Free Zone (NWFZ) in South Asia to a regional test ban treaty and a mutual rollback of nuclear weapons programme to development of a full-spectrum deterrence to avoid conventional and nuclear black mailing from India. Pakistan is an equally responsible key regional player and a nuclear power. It has always respected international norms and values.
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based on a non-discriminatory approach. Likewise, Pakistan supports a stable South Asia and has been doing its best to maintain that balance. However, it is equally concerned about the US tilt towards India. The US, by pursuing a balanced and non-discriminatory approach, can help this region become more stable and prosper. In this regard following are some recommendations to strengthen strategic stability in South Asia:

Need to Understand and Respect for Genuine Security Concerns of Pakistan and India: For Pakistan, the only major external threat to its national security and territorial integrity originates from India. Pakistan nuclear weapons programme is solely aimed at deterring India both at nuclear and conventional levels. Whereas India consider itself a major regional player with global aspirations. Its nuclear weapons programme is status-driven. Kashmir dispute represents a possible nuclear flashpoint between India and Pakistan. The US should understand these indigenous regional dynamics between India and Pakistan. Solution of major issues should be the top priority of US foreign policy objectives in South Asia. The US should also respect genuine security concerns of Pakistan and should not follow a policy which is detrimental to dynamics of strategic stability in South Asia. The US support for India’s permanent membership in the UNSC and its efforts to make India as an exception for NSG membership will harm strategic stability in South Asia. A recent statement by the US Defence Secretary, Ashton Carter, that the US engagement with India is more strategic and serious than Pakistan, which is not going to work in favour of maintaining stability in South Asia. The US should follow a balanced and constructuve approach in this region to bring India and Pakistan closer to each other and should not exploit their weakness to achieve its own interest in this region.

Need to Promote Arms Control and Conventional Force Balance: In the South Asian scenario, the absence of an arms control measure and a mechanism to maintain conventional

force balance is missing. These two measures will not only build trust among adversaries but it will also help to promote strategic stability. The US has firsthand experience of such measures and mechanisms in past. It can influence India and Pakistan to adopt such measure to build confidence and ensure a stable strategic environment in South Asia. The US could play a crucial role in the South Asian region by facilitating India and Pakistan to discuss nuclear restraints and can use its diplomatic power to induce a serious nuclear arms control dialogue.\textsuperscript{70} It could be argued that sooner or later India and Pakistan will have to be accountable to the international community for their nuclear behaviour. This presents a good opportunity for the US to adopt meaningful arms control measures and maintain conventional force balance.

\textit{Need to Promote Regional Economic Integrity:} Regional economic integrity is a key to help South Asian states to attain progress and prosperity. This will not only help establish connectivity but it will also help build trust and confidence among adversaries like India and Pakistan. Iran-Pakistan (IP) Gas Pipeline, Tajikistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas pipeline, and CPEC all are examples to promote regional economic integrity. The US, instead of applying its influence against regional economic integrity, should economically help India and Pakistan through joint economic projects to build trust and confidence.

\textit{Need to Promote Strategic Restraint Regime in South Asia:} Pakistan and India lack trust and the spirit to initiate both Comprehensive and Composite Dialogue Process, which is eroding chances of peace in the South Asia region. Pakistan has offered numerous nuclear and conventional CBMs and offered to establish a strategic restraint regime in South Asia. The US can influence India to establish a mutual strategic restraint regime in South Asia, more concrete nuclear CBMs,

Nuclear risk reduction mechanism and conflict prevention mechanism. Such steps will enhance strategic stability in South Asia and will also help promote the international nuclear non-proliferation regime.

Need to Address the Role of Non-State Actors and Terrorism: The role of non-state actors and the issue of terrorism is a major bilateral irritant between Pakistan and India. If India blames Pakistan for attack on the Indian Parliament, Mumbai attacks, Pathankot attacks then capturing of RAW operatives from Pakistan is equally destabilising for lasting peace in the region. Pakistan has already been fighting its war against terrorism and assured its support and cooperation to India to address the issue of non-state actors and terrorism. However, the trust deficit between India and Pakistan is the main hurdle. The US can bridge that trust deficit and can influence Pakistan and India to root out this menace from their bilateral relations.

Although these steps are not that easy to initiate and implement but a right step by the US in this direction would not only help to promote strategic stability in the region, but it will also enhance peaceful cooperation between India and Pakistan, which would be equally beneficial for lasting peace and security in the South Asian region.

Conclusion

Trust and confidence building measures, absence of arms race and reduction in conventional asymmetry, stable political environment and economic integration can build a stable deterrent relationship between India and Pakistan. This would not help to avoid chances of nuclear war, but it would definitely serve as a key to achieve lasting peace and prosperity in South Asia. Existing US foreign policy objectives and geopolitical interests in the South Asian region has been accelerating conventional and nuclear arms competition between India and Pakistan. The already troubled relations coupled with nuclear arms competition could ultimately lead towards conventional war escalating into a nuclear one. Through a constructive and balanced approach, the world’s sole super power, the US can contribute towards reducing the chances of a
nuclear war between India and Pakistan. In this regard the US, especially under the new leadership, should reconsider its policy towards South Asia which should be aimed at promoting a stable environment in the region, but not at making countries like India, the only player to decide the fate of South Asia. The US should also consider Pakistan as an equal important player in this region and as an equal responsible nuclear power.